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Requirements
Update: August 6, 2020

IOOS AC: Interested in understanding if IOOS Requirements can be mapped or
compared to TPIO in a quest to get at unfunded requirements/gaps that IOOS
could target.

TPIO: In short, yes this is the type of request that TPIO can and does support. However, the way
IOOS manages requirements presently isn’t compatible fully with TPIO products in the ways they
need to be to answer this question. We could look at some of those requirements sources to
understand the types of items that were considered requirements in the past to identify how we might
pursue this mapping.

IOOS AC: Current assessment of IOOS systems against NOAA’s observation user
requirements.

TPIO: We track how systems satisfy requirements by comparing the attributes of the environmental parameters(EP) on the
observing systems against the attributes of our user observation requirements. Our tool can tell us how many requirements are
being matched and how well the attributes match to understand how well the system is satisfying the requirements. The results
attached here show the current assessment of the 3 IOOS systems (IOOS regional, IOOS HFR and National Glider Network)
against requirements. The table is sorted by EP requirement and by observing system EP (rows in gray indicate an observing
system EP). The score for how well the observing system EP satisfies the specific requirements is the RGA value.
If you decide to update the IOOS observing systems in our Foundational Data, we will likely identify additional requirements
linkages and see an improvement in how well IOOS systems satisfy existing requirements. Several requirements do not have an
RGA score at all, which is an indicator that we are missing the attributes needed to evaluate the score. We need at least 3
attributes. By updating the IOOS systems, we could also show where there might be opportunities for future investment for the
greatest impact on NOAA’s requirements. The first step would be a review and update of the EPs being measured by your
systems.

IOOS AC: Interested in how IOOS contributes to the NOAA Value Tree (aka NOSIA)

TPIO: There are a couple ways to assess how IOOS contributes to the value tree.

First we interview product owners about
what data sources they use for their products and we can show you where IOOS was identified as a direct or indirect source.
Additionally, we can map IOOS observing systems in the observing system dataset to Value Tree products with a unique
identifier. I am providing a product count for all three systems indicating how many products they are impacting in some way. I
also included a current more quantitative assessment of IOOS representation in the value tree for IOOS Regional and HFR. The
figure shows the category of impact for IOOS’ the systems for NOAA’s mission at large, the 4 NOAA goals and the 27 Mission
Service Areas (subsets of the goals). This gives you a sense of impact.
In an update of IOOS systems, we will again likely identify additional value tree linkages which in turn will show greater impact
from IOOS. It could also show where there might be opportunities for future investment for the greatest impact on NOAA goals,
mission service areas and specific products. We can review the products you think you are impacting to see if the value tree
reflects that; and reviewing things like geographic coverage and other attributes of your systems to map against product needs.

Click here for map of IOOS Observing
Assets to Value Tree Products

IOOS AC: Some background on EOA 2016

TPIO: The Earth Observation Assessment is conducted under USGEO by the Office of Science Technology and Planning
(OSTP). The first one was done in 2014 with plans to do it every two years. It was done again in 2016 but has not been done
since then. The NOSC reviewed it. The report is attached. It is essentially a value tree done at the federal level. Of note, OSTP
via STPI, is starting a reassessment of the EOA2016 data with a few updates in response to action items from the 2019 National
Plan for Civil Earth Observations.

